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Welcome to the Christmas edition of HINT 

Niamh Lucey, HSLG Chair 

I am sure I’m not the only one who felt this year was very long and trying in parts and yet find my-

self rubbing my eyes in disbelief to be approaching Christmas again so soon. Were certain 

months of the year cutback due to global supply issues, or am I just showing my age? 

Many of us entered 2021 with optimism, trusting we would emerge from the pandemic and get 

back to business (in a very real sense) and yet here we are at the end of another very difficult 

year of lockdowns and cancelled plans, facing a limit on our Christmas celebrations. As the 

HSLG Committee reflects over the year, however, we are pleased to share with you some of our 

achievements and our plans for the future. 

 
 

Undoubtedly the biggest blow to our community this year was the postponement of our Annual 

Conference. The fact that this happened at the last minute was testament to not only the rapid 

onset of the Covid fourth-wave, but also our strong desire to get an in-person meeting together, 

so we could once again network with our vibrant health information colleagues. As disappointed 

as we were, it was the right thing to do, and we really look forward to -and light a thousand can-

dles for—the rescheduled date of 17th February 2022. We have an excellent programme of 

speakers, both invited and from our own membership, and I believe it will be every bit as valua-

ble, informative and entertaining as previous years so please keep an eye on our discussion list 

for the opening of the booking on Eventbrite. 

On a more positive note, our biggest achievement this year was the establishment of the HSLG 

Virtual Journal Club. From the kernel of an idea from HSLG members through the guidance and 

direction of our Communications Officer, Linda Halton, the VJC now stands at 17 members and 

has run three excellent and very informative sessions with more planned for the new year. It is 

wonderful to see so many contributions from members to the discussions that follow each 

presentation. If you wish to join the club, contact us and we’ll be glad to add you. 

We have also made some headway in creating a new database of members. As you may recall, 

the LAI no longer registers members to particular groups or sections so that work has fallen to 

us. Earlier this year, we used the discussion list to call on current LAI members to register with us 

as HSLG members and this is an ongoing project with numbers growing all the time. If you are an 

LAI member and have not identified yourself to us, please consider doing so. There are many 

benefits to being a HSLG member, including reduced fees to attend events and bursaries for 

training courses and conferences. More information can be found on our website: https://hslg.ie/

about/membership/. The benefits of HSLG membership are now evidence-based, thanks to 

our recent survey on professional associations. 95% of HSLG respondents agreed that member-

ship of our group was important for their work prac-

tice and profession and that we engage well with 

our members. 

Time moves slowly but passes quickly. (Alice Walker) 

On behalf of the HSLG Committee – Mary 
Dunne, Linda Halton, Noreen McHugh, Mairea 
Nelson, Miriam Williams and myself - I would 

like to wish you and your families a very      
Merry Christmas and a peaceful New Year.     

We sincerely hope that we will see each other 
again, face-to-face, in 2022. 
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IFLA’s World Library and Information Congress, entitled: Let's work together for the future, 
took place from 17 – 19 August 2021. More than 2,750 participants from 125 countries 
took part in 160 sessions. There were 5 sub-themes:  

 Libraries enable – exploring how we are focused on the future of education and     
innovation. We work within and outside of the field to build skills and competences 
among users, and to support innovation and research. 

 Libraries inspire – looking at how we advance the field through creative solutions.  
We demonstrate what is possible through resourcefulness and ingenuity. 

 Libraries include – seeing how we are focused on the future of society and democ-
racy. Through inclusive collections and programming, we reach out to and support 
all communities, leaving no-one behind. 

 Libraries innovate – showing our engagement in future-thinking. We effectively use 
technology to carry out our missions and look critically at the impact of technology on 
the field’s principles. 

 Libraries sustain – discovering our role in the future of the environment and the 
wider economy. We contribute to the safeguarding of cultural and natural heritage, 
and support improved, long-term decision-making in line with the UN Sustainable      
Development Goals. 

 

Unlike the usual face-to-face event, the organisers scheduled presentations across time-
zones. Day one was a typical 8am to 5pm for those in Europe. However, the next day 
started for us in the afternoon and continued through the night to finish at 10am on day 
three. An interesting approach, which aimed for inclusion. It did mean, however, that   
everyone probably missed some live sessions that would have been of interest. Most 
presentations were recorded and are available to delegates for 12 months, however, 
many zoom sessions are not available and there is no opportunity to ask questions or take 
part in discussions. Perhaps as large virtual events become more popular organisers may 
need to consider repeating some sessions or provide extra discussion forums at different 
times. There were so many sessions I can only provide a snippet of a few here. 

 

Access to health information as a human right: A global call to action and practical 
steps - by the Evidence for Global & Disaster Health SIG 
Misinformation is a growing threat to global health. The only way to deal with it is to pro-
mote universal access to reliable healthcare information, and to empower people to tell 
the difference between reliable information and misinformation. To make this happen, li-
brary and information professionals need to take the lead. We need a strategic shift to:  

 

IFLA Congress 2021 

Mary Dunne, Health Research Board 
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 1. secure global political and financial commitment to reliable healthcare information as a 
prerequisite for the right to health and health for all 
 2. lobby governments to recognise their obligation under international human rights law to 
improve access to reliable information and protect people from misinformation 
 3. bring together all stakeholders to develop a global action plan to improve access to relia-
ble healthcare information and protect people from misinformation 

 

Alongside strategic action, we need immediate practical action led by library and information 
professionals. In particular, there is an urgent need to empower people to tell the difference 
between reliable information and misinformation. Presenters argued for and against options 
such as: building health literacy, creating new content/resources, signposting and creating 
'safe spaces' for information.  

 

We not only need to ask to join the table but actively bring people around it. And, as Blessing 
Mawire from South Africa suggests, we also need to rethink our skills and how we can re-
package our outputs to marginalised groups, to those who have strong beliefs and to policy 
makers. 

 

Planning for uncertainty: government libraries as a strategic foresight resource         
by Matt Finch 

Scenarios are assessments of the future context, developed for a 
specific purpose, that contrast with the way the future context is  
currently being framed. All strategic planning is uncertain and       
involves storytelling. In the way that we learn from fables, stories 
don’t need to take place for us to learn from them. There is an    
iterative cycle – reimagining the future. We knew about the         
possibility of a pandemic but there was no imagination to see 
where something like this could come from. 
 
 
Top tips for successful storytelling: 

1. Include impact planning and data collection from the beginning of your activity, project 
or programme. Defining what you want to achieve makes it easier to collect data. Con-
sequently, you will have data and evidence not only for storytelling and advocacy but 
for future project planning and management. Crucially, in our strategic development 
goal stories, we want to switch focus from libraries and what we do to why and how we 
do it, and what change it brings to people’s lives, communities and development or in 
other words, what is our impact? 

2. Do not forget to take good pictures or make a video. Visual material brings the whole 
story to life. Articles with an image once every 75-100 words get double the number of 
social media shares than articles with few images. 

3. Keep track of copyright and licensing of your visual material. Use open licences. 

continued...IFLA Congress 2021  

https://www.ifla-wlic2021.com/talks/planning-for-uncertainty-government-libraries-as-a-strategic-foresight-resource
https://www.ifla-wlic2021.com/speakers/matt-finch
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The theme of planning ahead was also discussed in the talk ‘Library futures’ an interview 
with Riel Miller, Head of Futures Literacy at UNESCO. He asked several questions for 
us to consider: 

 How can we be aware of the assumptions about the future that drive our decision-
making, and, where necessary, question these?  

 How can we avoid blind spots, and rather become better at dealing with the 
unexpected? 

 How does the future have a presence – it’s about anticipation 

 

We must consider the frames/assumptions we use when thinking about the future – this 
allows us to step outside our usual boxes and deal with complexity. We should enable 
planning but also improvisation. Start where people are and ask, what is your image of the 
future? We can nourish imagination, creativity and ability to understand the world. We don’t 
know in advance, but we are equipping ourselves for the future. 

 

AI (artificial intelligence) and CS (citizen science): improving health outcomes session 
– Libraries Innovate - Stream 3 hosted by the Health and Biosciences Libraries Section, 
included: Knowledge for Healthcare: Looking to the Future in our Digital Age by Sue Lacey 
Bryant (national lead for National Health Service (NHS) knowledge and library services in 
England).  

 

The Topal review: preparing the healthcare workforce to deliver the 
digital future. HEE, 2019. 

 How are technological developments likely to change the roles 
and functions of clinical staff in all professions over the next two 
decades? 

 What are the implications of these changes for the skills required? 

 What does this mean for the selection, curricula, education, 
training and development of current and future NHS staff? 

What is the role of knowledge specialists? 

Evidence: the adoption of digital healthcare technologies should be grounded in compelling 
real-world evidence of clinical efficacy and cost-effectiveness, followed by practical 
knowledge transfer throughout the NHS. The workforce needs expertise, standards and 
guidance to evaluate technology applications. Librarians are well placed to help the 
healthcare workforce learn about: 

 Knowledge and skills in health data provenance, curation, integration and governance 

 Knowledge and understanding of the ethical considerations 

 Critical appraisal of digital healthcare technologies 

AI gives the gift of time. What can we do to help others to get ahead of the curve? 

continued...IFLA Congress 2021    

https://www.hee.nhs.uk/our-work/topol-review
https://www.hee.nhs.uk/our-work/topol-review
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The impact of AI, machine learning, automation and robotics on the information professions 
research report, by CILIP. The immediate issue is CPD for current professionals as AI in its 
many forms gradually becomes common practice. Areas in which we need to develop new 
skills include: 

1. Computational sense –ability to grasp the difficulties implementing, being fluent with 
computational systems, tailoring and design of applications as needs evolve 

2. Data science; data stewardship – focus on data provenance, commitment to standards 

3. Data literacy; AI and algorithmic literacy – build into our literacy programmes 

‘There are changes happening across the whole information value chain: in its production, 
organisation and consumption’. We need to show ambition. We need to upskill citizens 
especially as health literacy levels are very low. 

 

Knowledge for Healthcare: Mobilising evidence; sharing knowledge; 
improving outcome, 2021 report by Health Education England: ‘Artificial 
Intelligence and robotics are reshaping the ways teams create, discover, 
use and share information. We expect the emergence of new roles and 
responsibilities for knowledge and library service staff working alongside 
clinical teams and health informaticians. We anticipate the use of new 
learning approaches including immersive technologies’. (p.49) 

 

Knowledge discovery --- users ---- services --- processes 
 Intelligent web and mobile search engine 
 AI interfaces to knowledge discovery systems 
    Exploring library content through visualised  
               concept map 
 Analysing content, text mining data 
 AI interacting with user 
 New ways to connect, chatbots; voice assistant 
   Interactive personalised, targeted marketing, nudging 
 learners to further resources 
 Using robots for information desks; for learning; for 

navigation; book location and replacements 
 Robotic process automation to free up staff time 
 Promoting AI, robotics and data literacy 
 The smart library on the intelligent campus in a smart city. 
 
 
Algorithmic Bias: How negative biases are embedded in search engines and 
algorithms by Sophya Noble, UCLA 
Some librarians incorporated practices from Silicon valley but we need to be careful. 
Algorithms can include biases. Impact of AI on libraries: things to address: 
 Automated content indexing will be a challenge. Don’t let go completely  
 Favouring larger journals and publishers through ranking systems 
 Automated summaries reducing nuance in research – perhaps greater context and 

understanding is required 
 Reducing the library worker workforce 

continued...IFLA Congress 2021    

https://www.cilip.org.uk/page/researchreport
https://www.cilip.org.uk/page/researchreport
https://www.hee.nhs.uk/our-work/knowledge-for-healthcare
https://www.hee.nhs.uk/our-work/knowledge-for-healthcare
https://www.ifla-wlic2021.com/talks/algorithmic-bias-how-negative-biases-are-embedded-in-search-engines-and-algorithms
https://www.ifla-wlic2021.com/talks/algorithmic-bias-how-negative-biases-are-embedded-in-search-engines-and-algorithms
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 Ranking systems like Google can harm minoritized communities 
 Losing the public good – we may lose this good if we don’t pay attention. 
 
Algorithmic Literacy: What libraries can do for their users by Jesus Lau, Universidad 
Veracruzana, Mexico 
Librarians need to be the knowledge experts wherever we work. AI is already packing an-
swers. Those who survive this profession will be those who use and adopt technologies. 
 AI – capability of a machine to mimic human cognitive functions such as learning and 

problem solving 
 Machine learning – ability to learn by a computer system with data and without explicit 

programming 
 Coding of big data, large capability to store data and powerful computer processing 

capability  
 
New skills needed: 
 Need for reskilling and upskilling 
 Mastering of semantic technologies to add intelligence to their e-learning environ-

ments and ensure lifelong learning 
 Skills to assess and reject AI information bombardment 
 Capability to shield media and information bombardment of intelligent algorithms 
 Distinguish between real, fake or manipulated information 

 
IRIS.AI - 7 ways AI is changing libraries 
 Context indexing 
 Document matching 
 Death of citation 
 Content summarization 
 Quality of service 
 Impact factor of the future 
 Better operational efficiency 
 

 

IFLA recommendations – IFLA statement on libraries and artificial intelligence, October 
2020 

The adoption of artificial intelligence and machine learning systems in 
private and public spheres is rapidly growing. How can these develop-
ments impact both everyday practices and the broader social mission of 
libraries? IFLA's new statement sets out some key principles. The rapid 
pace of AI development and adoption raises crucial questions about    
intellectual freedom, equity and privacy, automation, the evolution of  
necessary digital literacy skills, relevant Intellectual Property policy frameworks, and more. 
The statement aims to outline key considerations for the use of AI and machine learning 
technologies in the library sector and suggest the roles which libraries should strive to take 
on in a society with growing AI integration.  

continued...IFLA Congress 2021    

https://www.ifla-wlic2021.com/talks/algorithmic-literacy-what-libraries-can-do-for-their-users
https://iris.ai/artificial-intelligence/7-ways-ai-changes-libraries/
https://repository.ifla.org/handle/123456789/1646
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  IFLA association recommendations 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Further reading: Dirk Helbing et al (2017) Will democracy survive big data and artificial 
intelligence? Scientific American, 25 February 2017 https://www.scientificamerican.com/
article/will-democracy-survive-big-data-and-artificial-intelligence/  
 

For those who want to view the recorded sessions at IFLA 2021, you can register and pay 
for access at https://www.ifla-wlic2021.com/  

Of course, the pièce de résistance at the congress was my poster: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We look forward to the next IFLA World Library and Information Congress, which is due to 
take place in Dublin 26-29 July 2022. https://www.ifla.org/news/were-back-wlic-to-be-in-
dublin-ireland-in-2022/  

continued...IFLA Congress 2021    

Support Advocate Engage Act 

Support library       
professionals to       
understand AI, privacy 
and ethical principles 
and to develop       
relevant digital skills 
and competencies  

Advocate for libraries 
to play a bigger role in 
changing education 
systems as they adapt 
to the labour market  

Engage with AI       
researchers and     
developers to create 
applications for library 
use  

Act as forums for     
exchanging best   
practices on ethical 
use of AI technologies 
in libraries  

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/will-democracy-survive-big-data-and-artificial-intelligence/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/will-democracy-survive-big-data-and-artificial-intelligence/
https://www.ifla-wlic2021.com/
https://www.ifla.org/news/were-back-wlic-to-be-in-dublin-ireland-in-2022/
https://www.ifla.org/news/were-back-wlic-to-be-in-dublin-ireland-in-2022/
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It can sometimes be the case, within a social care practitioner context, that research and practice 
are seen as polar opposites. Research is associated with study for third level academic qualifica-
tions (which to be fair many social care staff do in fact undertake after qualifying as a practitioner) 
or its something one undertook in college years ago, and now it’s all over – I’m a practitioner 
now. 
  
When I talk to social care professional colleagues (in person as well as via Microsoft Teams) one 
of the first points I communicate, is that a well-structured question is fundamental and a prelude 
to undertaking any research. Most of us will be familiar with acronyms such as PICO and SMART 
which provide effective frameworks for reflecting and deciding on all the elements needed within 
a research question – as well as what is required for effective information searching. A second 
point I then communicate is that practitioners (no matter whether social care or health or       
whatever) should be no stranger to this process. When they relate to clients/patients, seek to   
understand their needs and decide what course of action is to be followed, it can only be done 
through a process of careful and sensitive questioning – and if you are doing that, then in        
essence, you are undertaking research. 
  
Reactions can vary from group to group, but for the most part, once this connection has been 
made, you can see eyes around the room begin to open (metaphorically speaking, that is!) and 
people begin to realize that research is not something other than or removed from them. When 
talking to a group of our Workforce Learning and Development staff in the South-East some 
eighteen months back, one member of staff came to life and said, “Well, Bernard – what’s your 
big question!”, which led to a discussion on a completely different subject and an overrunning 
session. 
  
But this is only the beginning of the connection. While librarians have been saying for a long time 
that practice must always be based on the most recent evidence and information available,     
enabling practitioners and professionals actively to take ownership of this realization and        
perceive the benefits for themselves personally as well as their work, is the next step. Some of 
those steps we have taken within Tusla include Research and Information Mentors (previously 
discussed) as well as the EPPI (Empowering Practitioners and Practice Initiative) which is an 
evolving programme enabling an increasing number of social care practitioners to frame       
questions, build confidence in undertaking a literature review for their question and use many of 
the specific electronic resources we have purchased and are available to all staff country-wide. 
The programme each year culminates in an award ceremony (which I had the pleasure of being 
the speaker and giver of awards at a few years back). 
  
And the connection can and should go even further than that. While there can be plusses and 
minuses to any course of action, one of the steps we are taking within Tusla is advocating for  
different directorates and departments to pay for the electronic information resources they need 
to use and which has begun to happen. While the National Resource Office will always purchase 
a core set of resources, the greater the ownership of the resources, the more likely they are to be 
promoted and evidence sought for their usage – and we are also linking this into the ongoing 
work of our Research and Information Needs Analysis – which we have begun within the last ten 
days. 
  
All research starts with a question and the question then has to be tested and developed by    
access to information. 

Research and Information Intersection: All Research Starts with a Question 

Bernard Barrett, National Research Office, Tusla 

https://www.tusla.ie/research/research-and-information-mentors/
https://www.independent.ie/irish-news/education/tusla-equips-social-workers-with-valuable-online-learning-tool-37401090.html
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The autumn of 2021 brought great excitement for the HSE National Health Library & 
Knowledge Service, with the launch of TWO new libraries in Cork University Hospital and 
Our Lady’s Hospital Navan. 
 

The Newly-Renovated and Re-Opened CUH Healthcare Library at                             
Cork University Hospital by Shauna Barrett (Executive Librarian, CUH) 

After a lengthy renovation, made that little bit more challenging due to the pandemic and 
to the HSE cyber-attack in May 2021, the CUH Healthcare Library re-opened on Friday, 
1

st
 October 2021 and had its official launch on Thursday, 4

th
 November. Our thanks to the 

Project Manager (James O’Halloran), EMOS Builders, CUH Operational Works and 
Maintenance staff, Dr. Ana Terres (Head of Research & Evidence, Assistant National 
Director HSE), Aoife Lawton (HSE National Health Service Librarian) and Brendan Leen 
(Area Library Manager, HSE South) and Mary Butler (Business Manager, HSE, Research 
& Evidence) for helping us reach this milestone! 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With new flooring, ceilings, lighting, chairs, study and pc desks, pcs and multi-functioning 
devices alongside a new Enquiry Desk, Staff Office, Training Room and Book Room, we 
are delighted to have such a bright, quiet and welcoming space for HSE staff and 
students on clinical placement to use. We look forward to supporting our users in their 
work and studies in conjunction with changing requirements and to promoting and 
developing our current services. If you haven’t visited us before, we are on the 1

st
 floor of 

the main CUH building, to the left of the Main Reception area and behind the Main 
Auditorium. 

In line with current COVID-19 guidance/restrictions, we are not yet operating at full 
capacity but provide a number of bookable study desk & pc desk spaces in 2-hour time-
slots, Monday to Friday, offering a total of 32 bookable hours per week. At full capacity, 
we have 18 study desks and 19 HSE-networked pcs and also a soft-seating area. Our 
lovely new desks have dividers, plug & cable charging points and comfortable chairs.  

 

New Beginnings for Two HSE Libraries 

Shauna Barrett and Linda Halton 

HSE National Health Library & Knowledge Service 

(L-R: Brendan Leen, Dr. Ana Terres, Aoife Lawton, Shauna Barrett, Caroline O’Driscoll) 
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We also have two new MFDs as well as a new poster printer and expect they’ll all get a 
lot of use! We are currently providing a ‘contact and collect’ service to library patrons as 
regards borrowing print material and are focused on developing our various subject 
collections.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A recent and different type of addition to the Library area is our new ‘Energy Pod’ – 
perfect for that rest or quick break. This is equipped with a movable hood, headphones 
and a choice of music. Another recent addition, with our thanks to and funded by Spark 
Innovation, the NDTP and Jared Gormly, is our MakerLab Trolley and Portable Case, 
which we are sure will encourage and ‘spark’ creative thinking. 

We were delighted to welcome visitors to the library launch on 4
th
 November, especially 

Dr. Gerard O’Callaghan (CEO, CUH), Dr. Ana Terres, Aoife Lawton and Brendan Leen. 
We also enjoyed seeing our fellow health library colleagues from the Cork and Kerry 
areas in real life and look forward to continued collaboration, interaction and 
communication with our users, our soon-to-be-users and our colleagues, be that virtually 
or on-site.  

 

Our new Enquiry Desk 

Study desks and PC area  

continued...New Beginnings for Two HSE Libraries  
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New Library Opens in Our Lady’s Hospital Navan by Linda Halton, (Executive   

Librarian, HSE) 

Amidst much excitement, the new library in Our Lady’s Hospital Navan was officially 
opened by Aoife Lawton (HSE National Health Service Librarian) on 15

th
 September 

2021. Whilst adhering to COVID-19 regulations, a small but happy group came together 
to mark this very special occasion. 
 

Aoife shared memories of the old hospital library, which was hidden away in an attic 
and only accessible via a hospital ward and spiral staircase. As she presented the 
background to the development of the new library, she stressed how this was very 
much a collaborative effort between the HSE Library Service, HSE Estates and local 
hospital management. 

We were delighted to see Anita Brennan (General Manager, Our Lady’s Hospital) at the 
opening of the new library. She 
acknowledged the support of the 
HSE Library Service with the   
development of this new facility. 
And, she spoke of how the new 
library will greatly enhance the 
learning  environment for all staff 
in the hospital. Anne Jones 
(Assistant Director of Nursing, 
Our Lady’s Hospital) also said a 
few words. She emphasised how 
this is the beginning of a new  
education programme for the 
hospital and how important it is 
that the library is now located in a 
more centralised location within 
the hospital. 

 

Dr Ana Terres welcoming everyone to the library launch in Cork University Hospital 

Library, Our Lady’s Hospital Navan 

continued...New Beginnings for Two HSE Libraries  
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 Although unable to make the official opening of the new library, Dr Ana Terres 
(Head of Research & Evidence, Assistant National Director HSE) tweeted that she 
was… 

“Delighted to see this project completed. 

Well done to all involved. Congratulations!” 

Following much cheer and the cutting of the ribbon, Anita Brennan invited all our 
guests for tea/coffee and apple pie & cream! This was very much appreciated,    
especially by our library service colleagues who had travelled some distance to 
make it to the Royal County for this very special day. 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The new library is available to all HSE 

staff (both acute & community-based) as 

well as students on clinical placement. 

The library is bright, spacious and   

comfortable. Visitors are expected to 

adhere to COVID-19 regulations which 

are clearly posted in the library. Library 

users have access to computers, a 

study area and printing and scanning 

facilities. I look forward to welcoming 

staff and students to our new library. Please remember, the library, our resources 

and services are available to all HSE staff whether hospital or community-based. 

 

 

“The only thing that you absolutely have to know, is the  

location of the library.” 

ALBERT EINSTEIN 

Linda Halton & Aoife Lawton welcome staff to the new library 

Natasha Smith, Linda Halton, Miriam Williams 
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L2L Joint Digital Badge 2021: Experiences of Health Sciences Librarians  

Maura Flynn, Midland Regional Hospital, Tullamore 

Earlier this year a free online course, the L2L Joint Digital Badge - PACT Commitment to Profession-
al Development - was made available to librarians in Ireland. This course is an  initiative of the Na-
tional Forum for the   Enhancement of Teaching and Learning and the Library Association of Ireland 
Career Development Group. The librarian specific digital badge was delivered for teaching librarians. 
It provided us with the time and tools to record and reflect on our  professional development by map-
ping CPD activities to both the National Forum PD framework and the LAI Professional Skills Base 
framework. A number of healthcare librarians joined the course and herein we share our reflections 
on the experience. 
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How to Add Bookmarks & Internal Hyperlinks to a Word/PDF Document 

Niamh O’Sullivan, Irish Blood Transfusion Service 

A bookmark in a document works like a bookmark you might place in a book to mark a 
place that you want to find again easily. Bookmarks identify text in a Word, pdf or email so 
you can quickly navigate to a specific spot instead of scrolling through several paragraphs 
or pages. You can place as many bookmarks as you like in a document or email and then 
link to each of them with an internal document hyperlink.  

The first step is to create the bookmark and the second is to point a hyperlink to it.  

First bookmark the location 

1. In Word - select text, a picture, or a location 
in your document where you want to insert a 
bookmark. 

2. Under the Insert menu - choose Bookmark. 

3. Under Bookmark name, type a name that explains what the bookmark is e.g. Sce-
nario One and click Add. 

4. Once you are in Bookmark name , you can add all your bookmarks by repeating step #3 

Note:  Bookmark names need to begin with a letter. They can include both numbers and letters, but not spaces. If you 

need to separate words, you can use an underscore ( _ ) e.g.  Scenario_One. 

After placing your bookmarks, you then create a hyperlink to them from words or phrases in 
bulleted list of contents as in the example below or you can use words that are already in 
the text of the document.   

Select the text, phrase or object you want to use as a hyperlink. 

1. Right-click the text/object and then click Hyperlink . 

2. Under Link to, click Place in This Document. 

3. From the list of bookmarks you have already created, select the bookmark that you 
want to link to. 

4. Click OK. 
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How to delete a bookmark 
As before click Insert > Bookmark.  
Click the name of the bookmark you want to  
delete, and then click Delete.  
If you have inserted a hyperlink to the deleted 
bookmark, remember to remove the link by right
-clicking the linked text, click Remove Hyperlink as otherwise your hyperlink will point to 
nothing. 
 
How to ensure your bookmarks remain live in a PDF document 
If you want to create a PDF of your Word document, Microsoft Word will automatically keep 
your bookmarks live in the PDF if the following steps are followed. (Make sure these two 
items below are checked when saving the document as a PDF) 
1. When you have finished your Word document, Hit “Save As” and select a location to    
save the file. 
2. Under the dropdown menu labelled “Save as type:” select PDF. 

3. Hit the “Options...” button.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Under the heading “Include non-printing information” be sure that the box is checked 
next to “Create bookmarks using” and that the circle is 
selected next to “Word Bookmarks.” 

5. Hit “OK.”  

6. Then save your document 

NOTES:  

 It’s a good idea to check your links are working and point-
ing to the correct place when you’re still in the Word docu-
ment before you save as a PDF as you can’t do it after 
that. 

 If you make a mistake with a bookmark or hyperlink it’s 
easier to delete them and create new ones. 

 You can also add bookmarks in MS Outlook. This can 
be useful if sending a long All Staff email when not every-
thing in the email is relevant to every recipient. If the text 
is bookmarked and links set up to the bookmarked text, 
each recipient will be able to jump to the parts of the email 
that is relevant to them. 

 Tip: send the email to yourself first and check that all the 

links are working and pointing to the correct bookmark. 
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LITE Reading  

Library, Information, Technology & Evidence 

Mary Dunne, Health Research Board 

 

   

 

EBLIP 2021 16(3)  

https://journals.library.ualberta.ca/eblip/index.php/EBLIP 

A systematic review of library services provision in response to COVID-19 pandemic 

Ayeni PO, Agbaje BO & Tippler M (2021) https://doi.org/10.18438/eblip29902  

This review analyzed services offered by libraries, the technological tools used, and the 
challenges facing libraries during the pandemic. The majority of the studies were carried out 
in academic libraries (74%), while the rest were based on medical, public, and special librar-
ies. Findings show that most academic libraries in the included studies are providing and 
expanding access to electronic resources (n=16, 69.6%) and increasing open access re-
sources and services (n=11, 47.8%). More so, most academic libraries are assisting in virtu-
al education and teaching endeavours of faculty and students (n=13, 56.5%). In addition, 
some medical and public libraries are bolstering public health safety through health literacy 
(n=12, 52.2%), supporting research efforts, and engaging in virtual reference services, 
among others. In order to carry out these services, libraries are harnessing several educa-
tional, social networking, communication, and makerspaces technologies. Most of the librar-
ies in the included studies reported budgetary challenges, and the need for new ICT infra-
structure and Internet service as they move their services online. 

 

This review found that libraries are adapting in a number of ways to continue their roles in 
meeting patrons’ needs in spite of the growing challenges posed by COVID-19 restrictions 
and lockdown. For libraries to thrive in these trying times, there must be a well-structured 
approach to ensuring continuity of services. Libraries should prioritize the acquisition of 
electronic resources as well as increase their efforts to digitize resources that are only avail-
able in printed copies. As library services have predominantly shifted online, there should be 
concerted effort and support from government and funding agencies to equip libraries with 
the technological facilities needed to provide cutting-edge services. The quality assessment 
of the included studies shows that there is need for rigor and transparency in the methodo-
logical description of studies investigating library services provision in a pandemic. This re-
view provides an overview of the ways libraries have responded to the challenges posed by 
a global pandemic, and hence will be of use and interest to all librarians especially those in 
health and academic sectors. 

 

Information services in evidence based medical education: a review of implementation trends 
Khani S, Panahi S, Pirsalehi A & Pourabbasi A (2021) https://doi.org/10.18438/eblip29860  

Evidence based medical education requires supportive information services to facilitate   
access to the needed educational evidence. Information services designed specifically for 
evidence based medical education are limited or locally developed for educational units.  

https://journals.library.ualberta.ca/eblip/index.php/EBLIP
https://journals.library.ualberta.ca/eblip/index.php/EBLIP/article/view/29902
https://doi.org/10.18438/eblip29902
https://journals.library.ualberta.ca/eblip/index.php/EBLIP/article/view/29860
https://doi.org/10.18438/eblip29860
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The purpose of this review is to identify implementation trends of evidence-based educa-
tional information services (EBEIS). From the 11 included studies, they identified two ele-
ments categorized as program development and five elements categorized as implemen-
tation trend. Prerequisites of program and the process of designing were essential parts 
of program development of information services. Designing an evidence-based educa-
tional information service strongly depends on the information needs of learners at each 
educational level. Schedule and type of access to information service, time of responding 
to the received query, and preparation of evidence-based output are essential factors in 
designing practical educational-developed information services. 
 
 
The authors propose the following practical recommendations. First, a needs assessment 
of predefined users is a necessary prerequisite before designing a practical EBEIS. 
Based on the characteristics of stakeholders of information services, librarians can benefit 
from various needs assessment techniques. The characteristics and needs of stakehold-
ers should determine the appropriate assessment technique that results in the most use-
ful data. Second, each educational level needs to have a specifically-designed infor-
mation service. Third, mediated searching can be used for undergraduate levels and con-
sulting information services can be used for graduate or professional levels. Fourth, types 
of data needed in the evidence-based outputs depend on the needs of intended users. 
Finally, more detailed evidence-based outputs will fulfil more educational needs in the fu-
ture. 

Do institutional repository deposit guidelines deter data discovery? 

Nicholson SW and Bennett TB (2021) https://doi.org/10.18438/eblip29913  

This study provides an analysis of metadata elements for data deposit, with a particular 
focus on how these metadata support discovery of research data objects in 243 university 
institutional repositories (IRs). The analysis revealed that most had metadata standards 
that offered weak support for data discovery—an unsurprising revelation in view of the 
fact that university IRs are meant to accommodate deposit and storage of all types of 
scholarly outputs, only a small percentage of which are research data objects. Most IRs 
have adopted metadata standards based on the Dublin Core schema, while none of the 
IRs in our sample used the Data Documentation Initiative metadata that is better suited 
for deposit and discovery of research datasets. 
 
The role of institutional repositories in the dissemination and impact of community-

based research Bradley C (2021) https://doi.org/10.18438/eblip29972 

 

The researcher consolidated online directories of Canadian universities to identify any 
community-based research units (CBRUs) within the institutions. She visited the website 
for each of the 24 CBRUs and created a list of each project that the CBRU has been in-
volved in or facilitated over the past 10 years (2010-2020). Results indicate that academic 
libraries and their IRs play an important role in the dissemination of community-based re-
search (CBR) outputs to the public. The findings also confirm that there is more work to 
be done; academic librarians, CBRU staff, and researchers can work together to expand 
access to, and potentially increase the impact of, CBR. Ideally, this would result in all 
CBRU project outputs being widely available, as well as providing more consistent access 
points to these bodies of work. 

continued...LITE Reading  

https://journals.library.ualberta.ca/eblip/index.php/EBLIP/article/view/29913
https://doi.org/10.18438/eblip29913
https://journals.library.ualberta.ca/eblip/index.php/EBLIP/article/view/29972
https://journals.library.ualberta.ca/eblip/index.php/EBLIP/article/view/29972
https://doi.org/10.18438/eblip29972
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JoHILA 2021 2(2) 

https://www.johila.org/index.php/Johila/index 

Health library spaces and the COVID-19 pandemic: insights from the Australian healthcare 
sector Anderson A & Ivacic-Ramljak T (2021)   

https://www.johila.org/index.php/Johila/article/view/66  
 

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent stay at home orders, libraries in health ser-
vices across Australia moved to virtual service models with limited or unstaffed physical libraries. To 
investigate the impact of the pandemic on physical library space in clinical environments, seven inter-
views were conducted with library leaders from the Australian health care sector at the end of 2020. 

They conclude that in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, libraries across Australia swung into ac-
tion to continue to curate, share and disseminate high-quality information by any means. Savvy li-
brarians built on previous changes while pushing through the turmoil of their pandemic experience to 
discover an array of positive outcomes. Physical library spaces proved to be well utilised and appre-
ciated in clinical environments during this challenging time, even when the focus was on providing 
digital access and online services. By interviewing library leaders, they learned that although each 
library took a unique approach to keeping their services available they each kept the same endgame 
in mind: excellent information services for optimal patient care. When their stories are assembled, it 
provides an inspiring example of resourcefulness. All health librarians should look to this example 
and feel proud of the sector’s professional response to a most unusual set of circumstances. 

 

Breathing life into study designs: creating an interactive module for first year nursing stu-
dents Sher L & Freestone C (2021)  

https://www.johila.org/index.php/Johila/article/view/67  
 
The teaching of Evidence-based Practice has become increasingly common in tertiary nursing curric-
ula. However, there is often limited focus on study designs and how they can be used to inform clini-
cal practice. In this case study the authors report on the development of an interactive module which 
was embedded into a first-year nursing research unit. Using the interactive learning software, H5P, 
they adopted a narrative approach using a series of scenarios combined with quizzes. This was with 
the aim of enhancing students’ understanding of study designs and their real-world application within 
a clinical context. 
 
The authors conclude that interactive and re-usable platforms such as H5P, with the variety of learn-
ing, self-assessment and feedback options it provides, gave an excellent framework with which to 
define and illustrate the relevance and application of different study designs. Every interaction was 
designed to reinforce students’ learning through repetition, presenting new challenges with each 
work-life scenario, and the opportunity to reflect on their answers, and how that would affect practice 
in the real world. While they were not able to obtain specific feedback from students who engaged 
with the module, or collect meaningful data that might demonstrate impact on overall academic per-
formance, the academic staff provided positive feedback. The authors hope this and other modules 
go some way to meeting the challenges in motivating students to engage in learning about EBP as 
well as in understanding its importance in the delivery of high-quality healthcare in a clinical setting. 

continued...LITE Reading  

https://www.johila.org/index.php/Johila/index
https://www.johila.org/index.php/Johila/article/view/66
https://www.johila.org/index.php/Johila/article/view/66
https://www.johila.org/index.php/Johila/article/view/66
https://www.johila.org/index.php/Johila/article/view/67
https://www.johila.org/index.php/Johila/article/view/67
https://www.johila.org/index.php/Johila/article/view/67
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Lippincott IT: Roaming education at Albury Wodonga Health to reach ward-based 
staff Griffith A (2021) https://www.johila.org/index.php/Johila/article/view/69   

 
 

Educating hospital ward-based staff about new and existing library services is a challenge 

faced by every hospital librarian. In 2020 Albury Wodonga Health (AWH) trialled a ‘roaming 

education’ campaign to increase awareness and usage of the Lippincott Products, titled 

‘Lippincott It’. The initial subscription to Lippincott Procedures and Advisor platform was 

started in February 2018 to streamline access to nursing procedures and start the process 

of reducing in-house procedure documents. While the initial roll-out of the platform was suc-

cessful, usage statistics highlighted the need for a beta-phase implementation to increase 

the return on investment. The beta-phase needed to encompass both education and mar-

keting, with simple messaging that could be delivered in short sessions to ward-based staff. 

 

 

The roaming face-to-face education has a lot of promise for getting a simple message 

across to lots of staff in a short, effective way. This approach can be adopted for a digital 

environment through screen casting tools, like Loom, where the educator’s face can be visi-

ble as they talk through a web-based session. We may not have face-to-face education un-

der COVID restrictions but being the face of education remains a core way of reaching us-

ers and instilling trust in the library and education services across the organisation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

JEAHIL, 2021, 17(3) 
http://ojs.eahil.eu/ojs/index.php/JEAHIL 

 

preVIEW: from a fast prototype towards a sustainable semantic search system for 
central Langnickel L, Darms J, Baum R, Fluck J https://doi.org/10.32384/jeahil17484 

 

To help researchers find relevant information, the authors developed the semantic search 
engine preVIEW, it integrates preprints from currently seven different preprint servers. For 
semantic indexing, they implemented various text mining components to tag, for example, 
diseases or SARS-CoV-2 specific proteins.  

continued...LITE Reading  

https://www.johila.org/index.php/Johila/article/view/69
https://www.johila.org/index.php/Johila/article/view/69
https://www.johila.org/index.php/Johila/article/view/69
http://ojs.eahil.eu/ojs/index.php/JEAHIL
http://ojs.eahil.eu/ojs/index.php/JEAHIL/article/view/484
http://ojs.eahil.eu/ojs/index.php/JEAHIL/article/view/484
https://doi.org/10.32384/jeahil17484
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While the service initially served as a prototype developed together with users, they present 
a re-engineering towards a sustainable semantic search system, which was inevitable due 
to the continuously growing number of preprint publications. This enables easy reuse of the 
components and allows rapid adaptation of the service to further user needs. 

 

The experience and attitude of TMU faculty and researchers toward predatory jour-
nals and research productivity Huang LC, Hsiao YF, Siao SY, Yu HF, Chiu CJ, Lee YY, 

Chiu TH. https://doi.org/10.32384/jeahil17481 

 

A questionnaire related to journal submission was sent to researchers for a 2-week period 
to investigate the submission status as well as the problems faced by Taipei Medical Uni-
versity faculties and researchers. This study has two major findings, namely the experience 
of predatory journal and calculations of academic performance point, and discusses users’ 
cognition and their needs from the library and the university, as well as the library policy and 
services related to predatory journals. It is the authors’ hope that the research results can 
serve as a reference for other medical libraries planning to provide relevant services. 
 
Training of subject specialist librarians in developed countries: a model offering re-

garding medical librarianship for Turkey Coşkun B, Sert I, Sert I. https://doi.org/10.32384/
jeahil17490 

Medical librarianship (ML) has become one of the vital issues today. Expert librarians /
information professionals can assist their users in cooperation with academics on issues 
that fall within their field. In developed countries, specialist librarianship gains importance in 
information and document management (IDM) education. This study aims to present an 
idea about the training given in medical librarianship first and then in other specialties (Law 
Librarianship, Engineering Librarianship, etc.). 
 
Information literacy skills are required in finding reliable toxicological information re-

sources. Laitinen H, Juvonen R, Saarti J https://doi.org/10.32384/jeahil17476 

 

Chemicals are a part of modern life, but they are potentially hazardous. Consumers, regula-
tory authorities, information specialists, researchers, students, and toxicologists need ac-
cess to evidence-based safety information about chemicals either in their ordinary life or in 
their work to protect their own health, that of other co-workers and ultimately the environ-
ment in which we all live. The most important open sources of safety information are data-
bases such as PubMed and PubChem and open access scholarly journals, as well as web-
sites of regulatory authorities and research institutions. This paper discusses the need for 
toxicological information literacy and its contents for all to identify reliable information. Relia-
ble open access sources for toxicological information of chemicals are also provided. 
 
 
 

continued...LITE Reading  

http://ojs.eahil.eu/ojs/index.php/JEAHIL/article/view/481
http://ojs.eahil.eu/ojs/index.php/JEAHIL/article/view/481
https://doi.org/10.32384/jeahil17481
http://ojs.eahil.eu/ojs/index.php/JEAHIL/article/view/490
http://ojs.eahil.eu/ojs/index.php/JEAHIL/article/view/490
https://doi.org/10.32384/jeahil17490
https://doi.org/10.32384/jeahil17490
http://ojs.eahil.eu/ojs/index.php/JEAHIL/article/view/476
http://ojs.eahil.eu/ojs/index.php/JEAHIL/article/view/476
https://doi.org/10.32384/jeahil17476
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News from EAHIL: Report from Public Health Information Group’s virtual meeting 6th Ju-
ly 2021.  Allen T, Escriva A-B, Mann M, Larmo K  

http://ojs.eahil.eu/ojs/index.php/JEAHIL/article/view/477  
 

Public Health Information Group (PHIG, http://eahil.eu/sig-2/public-health-information-
group/) met on 6 July via Zoom. In light of the challenges faced by librarians and infor-
mation professionals we decided to share experiences on the challenges faced and the so-
lutions we found regards to our working practices. These themes were discussed.  

 

Digitalization: 

There was digitalization prior to the pandemic, but the pace and volume of digitalization has 

been even more rapid. This includes developments such as document delivery, user edu-

cation and active use of online collaboration tools.  

 

Supporting systematic reviews: 

Since the pandemic there has been an increase in the need for systematic review support 

and specifically carry out literature searches. We discussed the importance finding the bal-

ance between what’s reasonable within the available time and the purpose of the work. It is 

important for the service user to know and understand that help is available. At times a con-

sultation session is enough, with guidance on how to carry out a search. Sometimes it is 

better that the information professional carries out the literature search.  

 

Online teaching: 

We shared ideas on how to keep participants engaged and interested during online teach-

ing sessions. One idea was to record the “lecture part” of the teaching and on live sessions 

do the hands-on practical information retrieval tasks. Also, to give a practical hands-on ex-

ercise to do in break out rooms to encourage participation. An image from @EthicsInBricks 

could be used when teaching to encourage participants to keep their videos on and 

strengthen the interaction in the group. https://twitter.com/EthicsInBricks/

status/1399396527030915081/photo/1 

 

Collaboration tools, communication, and professional support 

We discussed the merits of collaboration tools as well as their flaws (Teams, wikis, Zoom, 

chat). Some tools work well with smaller teams, but not so well with big groups. We finished 

the meeting discussing the possibility of PHIG collaboration and establishing a project pro-

gramme, for example, to help teaching the complex search strategies, to have a list of spe-

cialist resources / or a wiki specific for research on public health. 

continued...LITE Reading  

http://ojs.eahil.eu/ojs/index.php/JEAHIL/article/view/477
http://ojs.eahil.eu/ojs/index.php/JEAHIL/article/view/477
http://ojs.eahil.eu/ojs/index.php/JEAHIL/article/view/477
http://eahil.eu/sig-2/public-health-information-group
http://eahil.eu/sig-2/public-health-information-group
https://twitter.com/EthicsInBricks/status/1399396527030915081/photo/1
https://twitter.com/EthicsInBricks/status/1399396527030915081/photo/1
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Book Review 

Fever Dream by Samantha Schewblin  

Elaine Peppard, Rotunda Hospital 

Continuing the series of books in translation, I 
decided to read Samantha Schewblin’s “Fever 
Dream”.  In recent months, I have become an 
even bigger fan of horror than ever before, and 
this book began that journey.  While it doesn’t 
operate in the realms of capital H Horror, it is 
profoundly unsettling and slow-burning.  
 

We know immediately that the main character is 
in trouble. She finds herself blind, in a hospital 
bed next to a small boy she has been told is a 
monster. He holds her memories and urges her 
onwards in the story of how she got just where 
she is.  
 

Amanda came to the Argentinian countryside with her daughter Nina, while her husband 
stayed in Buenos Aires.  She meets a neighbour who tells her a disturbing story. This sto-
ry may be familiar to those who know Irish folklore; her child has been replaced by a 
changeling, a monster. It is this boy, David that now speaks to Amanda by her bedside.  
This dialogue between one who knows and one who doesn’t could be used as a metaphor 
for the relationship between writer and reader. We know no more than Amanda herself 
and must wait, with racing breath, for the final conclusion.   
 

The setting of this book also feels familiar to those who live in Ireland.  The countryside is 
quiet, filled with myth, isolation and paranoia.  Removed from the grounding view-points of 
other people, the characters in the novel begin to fall into older ways that ignore logic and 
esteem instinct. Writer Hannah Kent explores these themes in her novel “The Good Peo-
ple”, and though set in South America, “Fever Dream” could be transplanted to the west of 
Ireland.    
 

The tension in this book is an odd one. There are no major moments of action, but the 
reader, like Amanda, is thirsty for more information.  Is she dying? Where is Nina? What 
happened to David? It’s a blessing that this book is short, because, if you find yourself 
caught in a sprint, like I did, you’ll find the answers before dinnertime.  

I’ve been reading Stephen King for a number of months now. His books build dread, ac-
tion and gore into either tight novellas or sprawling epics, but the fear I feel reading his 
work doesn’t compare to the horror of this novel.  

 

If you like Fever Dream, Schewblin’s novel Little Eyes is also available in English. It is not 

quite as terrifying as this, but offers a more modern idea of fear and comedy.  
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Feature of Frivolity! 

Niamh O’Sullivan, Irish Blood Transfusion Service 

Tilda as a Library: a Thread on Twitter 

The writer and cartoonist Jude Atwood has a very random thread on Twitter where he puts a 
photo of a Library next to a photo of the actress Tilda Swinton and sometimes the likeness 
is uncanny. Libraries have started to submit their own photos of “Tilda as a Library” and it 
makes for very entertaining viewing. 
Here is a selection below. Check out @JudeAtwood for others. 
 

 

https://twitter.com/JudeAtwood
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